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Return on Investment

The people of Ontario
are the landowners of
our managed Crown
forests.
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We harvest so little… As Owners, we should be
Interested in the Return on Our Investment.

Footprint of Ontario’s Forest Sector:
71 Million hectares of forest.
hectares of managed
45 Million
Crown forests.
Million hectares of natural
1.6 disturbance.
hectares of forests
0.1 Million
harvested annually.
Ontario’s Growing Stock:

5,000
The sector harvests 0.2% percent annually, and we
can do better. Policy barriers continue to prevent
the sector from growing.

Million m3 in growing stock (trees
on the stump) within managed
Crown forests.

41

Million m3 in annual forest
growth.

15

Million m3 harvested by the forest
sector in 2016.
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…And the Benefits are So Great
✓ Provides well-paying jobs for
172,000 people in every region of
the province
✓ Generates $15.5 billion of economic
activity
✓ Exports have increased from ~$4
billion in 2011 to almost $5 billion in
2013. In 2015, manufactured forest
product sales increased more than
$1 billion dollars over the year
before, and our exports of forest
products have increased each year
since 2012 – with the total value of
our wood product exports more than
$6 billion in 2015
Source: Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry, 2017
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But We Can Do Better
Benchmarking Against Other
Jurisdictions: How Does Ontario
Compare?
Finland 2025
Target

80 Million m3

Finland 2016
Harvest

70 Million m3

Quebec 2016
Harvest

30 Million m3

Ontario 2016
Harvest

15 Million m3

Quebec Area

1.6 Million km2

Ontario Area
Finland Area

1 Million km2
0.3 Million km2

Ontario is 3x larger than Finland, yet harvests 80% less.
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A Provincial Forestry Strategy That Attracts Investment, Grows the Economy,
and Creates Jobs in Every Region of Ontario.
1. Guaranteed Wood Supply
World-class forestry practices have resulted in a vibrant and productive working
forest in Ontario. However, policy barriers are restricting access and limiting growth
of the sector.

2 . Competitive Operations
The forest sector requires competitive and accessible energy, stumpage, labour,
transportation systems, and a competitive climate plan.

3. Customers and Market Access
Promote and defend Ontario’s world-class forestry practices, market based stumpage
and subsidy-free forestry programs, and our right to free trade.

4. Innovation, Investment, and Jobs
Guaranteed Wood Supply, Competitive Operating Environment, and Access to
Markets will be the foundation for growth.

Overall Objective: Creating a strategy that makes the
sector and government more efficient.

4.
Innovation,
Investment, and
Jobs

3.
Customers
and Market
Access

2.
Competitive
Operations

1.
Guaranteed Wood
Supply
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“Nowhere do we see more red tape than the
government's overly restrictive endangered
species act. This isn't a new issue. In 2016, at
the northwestern Ontario municipal
association annual conference, Kenora
mayor and NOMA president Dave Canfield
summarized it clearly, quote -- the
endangered species act could kill us, period.
The forestry sector is already abiding by the
crown forest sustainability act. The
duplication is not necessary.”
Minister of Finance, Vic Fedelli
During Question Period on February 28th, 2018
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Recommendation 1:
Develop a Provincial Forestry
Strategy that Makes Ontario’s
Forest Sector Stronger
a) Establish a mandate with priority objectives that aim to
increase and embrace the sustainable use and harvest levels
of our Crown forests.
b) Develop policy that supports current operations and provides
consistent, reliable and affordable access to wood fibre.
c) Make certain that policy supports full-time employment in a
renewable sector.
d) Ensure socio-economic impact analysis is used to develop
responsible, evidence-based policy and is shared with affected
stakeholders.
e) Consistently implement Government policy within Ministries
to ensure a level playing field.
f) Recognize and remove policy barriers, unnecessary
administrative burden and red tape that is preventing the
sector from realizing its full potential.
g) Continue to defend Ontario’s world-class forest management
practices to global customers through active public
engagement and workable policy.
h) Fully support the primary forest industry to ensure that the
secondary industry can thrive.
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Recommendation 2:
Restore and Maintain
Competitive Measures
a)

Crown Road Infrastructure: establish within the
Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry
(MNRF)’s budget, minimum funding of $75 million
annually for strategic Crown road infrastructure in
Northern and Rural Ontario.

b)

Increase processing facility competitiveness by
reducing the Global Adjustment charge and total
electricity prices while maintaining and improving
existing energy programs (e.g. NIER, ICI).

c)

Poplar and White Birch Crown Stumpage: adjust
the ‘fixed’ portion of Crown dues to ensure that
the rate is at least average when compared to
other Canadian jurisdictions.

d)

Ontario’s current timber pricing system has
survived multiple trade challenges because it is
market based. During these times of uncertainty
with our greatest trading partner, we are counting
on our Provincial Government for certainty. With
year over year increases in volume harvested,
Ontario’s current timber pricing system is putting
Ontario’s wood to work responsibly for over
57,000 hardworking men and women. Therefore,
we are asking the Government to maintain
Ontario’s current timber pricing system.
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Recommendation 3:
Provide the Forest Sector with
a Permanent Regulation under
the Endangered Species Act
a)

Remove the duplication between the Crown
Forest Sustainability Act (CFSA) and the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) and pass a
permanent regulation under Section 55 of
the ESA for the forest sector.

b)

Continue to utilize science-based,
landscape-level, and ecosystem-based
approaches for managing species at risk
delivered through the CFSA, and under the
authority of the MNRF.

c)

Create workable species at risk policy that
contributes to working landscapes and
functioning ecosystems while incorporating
socio-economic impact analysis, jointly, with
practitioners, affected stakeholders, and
Indigenous communities.

d)

Reject an unworkable Section 11
Conservation Agreement or Emergency
Protection order from the Federal
Government.
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Recommendation 4:
To ensure resiliency, we need made-in-Ontario
emission performance standards. Ontario
must work with the Federal Government to
accept these standards to ensure the federal
system will not apply to Ontario industry, as
has occurred in Saskatchewan.
These standards must:
a)

Acknowledge the integration of Ontario’s forest
sector, from forest management operations to
manufacturing solid wood products, pulp and paper,
biofuels, biomaterials and bioenergy.

b) Recognize the early actions made by the forest
products sector.
c)

Recognize the value of using wood-based biomass
and biofuels to displace fossil fuel.

d) Provide flexibility in meeting targets (one-size-fits-all
will not work for Ontario mills).
e)

Incent investment in infrastructure and innovation
that improves the environment and
creates/maintains jobs in Ontario.
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Recommendation 5:
Establish an Ontario Commercial Loan
Guarantee Program (OCLGP) that supports
Ontario producers with working capital and
prevents the illegally collected duties from
interfering with the normal course of business.
The OCLGP would:
1)

Be available to any Ontario producer that has paid
AD and CVD.

2)

Allow Ontario companies to access up to 75% of the
paid AD and CVD through loans at a commercial
rate comparable to current bank rates.

3)

Be repaid once the illegally collected duties have
been returned to companies and/or within 10
years.
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What Stakeholders
and Rights Holders
are Saying

“The recent investments our community has made in the
forest sector has created significant opportunities and
hundreds of new jobs for First Nations communities. Our
forest operations generate wealth for our community that
offsets the costs for social and economic development so
our community can be self-sustainable.”
Chief Edward Wawia, Red Rock Indian Band
Regional Deputy Grand Council Chief, Northern Superior Region
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What Stakeholders
and Rights Holders
are Saying

“We’re finally recovering. One of my constituents spent
millions on a sawmill. I want to grow it even more. It’s
helping foster reconciliation with the First Nations.”
Mayor Wendy Landry, President of NOMA
Municipality of Shuniah
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What Stakeholders
and Rights Holders
are Saying

“In the past we used to call it a bunch of lumberjacks
working in the forest. But today it’s not lumberjacks
working in the forest, it’s farmers. We harvest, we plant
trees and we take care of the environment. That’s the new
generation. And (for) the last 15 years, that’s the way it is,
we’re a bunch of farmers working in the forest.”
Mayor Roger Sigouin, Town of Hearst
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